The aim of the present letter is to complete a proIndeed the propotlents of SIQM have attempted. startgram of stochastic derivations of the basic quantum- ing in general from a covariant classical (non quantized) mechanical equations with a derivation of the Dirac electromagnetic vacuum (SED) . to derive the Schrddinger equation in its Feyninan --Gell-Mann form 11 This and Pauli equations 1151 These important attempts is necessary in the stochastic interpretation of quantum have certainly widened our understanding of the promechanics (SIQM) [2---7I for a mathematical and a blent, hut SED (because it contains no photons) not physical reason.
only contradicts experimental facts [16 , 
+~o~~F!.Lep_ 2m(a~/ar)p]exp(i~)=0, (8) -(2m)~E+~5b= 6Dx~(r)
which finally takes the following synthetic form: h = c = 1, and we suppose that the drift and the stochastic velocities and can be derived from
tp)p_l
If we now multiply this matrix equation with an arbitrary constant (x independent) spinor w and if we where AM(x) is the vector potential of an external pose~(x, r) = exp (i4)pw we have field, and (I)(x, r) and p(x) are real diagonal 4 X4 matrices. We also require that p is non singular and
[(~~-A~)(iav-A~)-2im a/ar
that p2 is a trace invariant matrix which plays the role -~r) = 0 , 
continuity equation for our "rigid" top in an external field are now gives exactly the Feynman-Gell-Mann equation
a~(b 0p
2) = 0, It is now easy to show that
